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1. The entitlement to pre-judgment interest ("PJT) is in 

essence a creature of statute, not common law. 

1. Prima facie a plaintiff is entitled to prejudgment interest on 

his or her debt or damages from the date the cause of action 

arose to the date of judgment after trial or after any 

subsequent appeal: s.41(i), Judicature Act} Such interest is 
to be calculated "at such rate" as the court "thinks fit:" ibid. 

And the purpose of such an award is to place the plaintiff in 

the same position he or she would have been in had the 

breach complained of not been committed; it is not to 

punish the defendant or to influence the conduct of the 

litigation.3 

1. The purpose of this paper is to provide a brief primer of PJI 

under s.41 of the Judicature Act. It will focus on s.4 l(i) and 

s.41(k)oftheAct. 

Section 41 of the Judicature Act 

1. The entitlement to PJI is governed primarily by sections 

41(i), 0) and 00 of the Judicature Act, which provide as 

follows: 

'The section provides that "the Court shall include in 

the sum for which judgment is to be given interest 

thereon at such rate as it thinks fit for the period 

between when the cause of action arose and the date 

of judgment." Hence the claimant appears to be 

prima facie entitled to some PJI, though the court 

has a discretion as to the rate to be set. 

JSee, for example, Sweet (George C.) Agnew Ltd v. 

Sklar-Peppler Furniture (1995) 140 NSR (2d) 69 

(CA); Hiltz andSeainone Co. v. Nova Scotia (AG) 

[1999] NSJ No. 47 (CA) at para.221. 
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following provisions: 

(i) in any proceeding for the recovery of any 

debt or damages, the Court shall include in 

the sum for which judgment is to be given 

interest thereon at such rate as it thinks fit for 

the period between the date when the cause 

of action arose and the date of judgment after 

trial or after any subsequent appeal; 

(j) where a party pays money into court in 

satisfaction of a claim and anther party 

becomes entitled to judgment for an amount 

equal to or less than that paid into court, the 

Court shall award interest under clause (i) 

only to the date of payment into court as if 

said date had been the date of judgment; 

(k) tbe Court in its discretion may decline to 

award interest under clause (i) or may reduce 

the rate of interest or the period for which it 

is awarded if 

(i) interest is payable as of right by 

virtue of an agreement or otherwise 

by law, 

(ii) the claimant has not during the whole 

of the pre-judgment period been 

deprived of the use of money now 

being awarded, or 

(iii) the claimant has been responsible for 

undue delay in the litigation. 

"Any Debt or Damages" 

1. The entitlement to PJI is premised on the claim being one 

for the recovery of "any debt or damages." If the amount in 

issue does not fall within that (admittedly broad) category 

then the claimant cannot have PJI under this section. So, for 

example, a claim for the restitution of mistakenly paid taxes 
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1. PJI is only awarded on past loss; it is not awarded on future 

earning's, either by way of actuarial calculation or as a 

diminished earning's capacity.4 

"At Such Rate as it Thinks Fit" 

1. Unlike some other jurisdictions/ Nova Scotia does not have 
a specified or fixed formula to determine the PJI rate. The 

court is required to set such rate as it thinks "fit." However, 

guidance may be found in Practice Memorandum No. 7, 

which states that in the event counsel cannot agree as to the 

proper rate evidence of the following should be placed 

before the court: 

a. The prevailing rate of interest for the relevant period 

of time, preferably in the form of a table showing 

average rates of interest for 1 and 2 year term 

deposits or treasury bills; 

a. In the case of claims for non-pecuniary loss, 

evidence of the rate of inflation (as evidenced by the 

Consumer Price Index) for the relevant period of 

time, also in tabular form. 

1. The "prevailing rate of interest," or, as it is sometimes 

called, the "commercial rate of interest" preferred by the 

court are the rates associated with the reasonable rate of 

return on invested money, not the rates normally charged on 

borrowed funds.6 

*Sobey's Inc v. Nova Scotia (AG) (\992) U2NSR 

(2d) 205 (TD). 

*Hines v. Englund (1993) 124 NSR (2d) 156 (TD; 

Stewart, J). 

sFor example, Ontario. 

though in a proper case the court might use the 

latter: see, in general, Wilson v. Robb & Associates 

(1998) 169 NSR (2d) 201 (CA) at para.44. 
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to doing reasonable justice to the parties."7 Its discretion in 
this regard is "extremely broad,"8 though it must be 
exercised within the parameters established by the Court of 

Appeal in Bush v. Air Canada (1992) 109 NSR (2d) 91.9 
Indeed, Practice Memorandum No. 7 specifically directs 

counsel's attention to that decision.10 The fact that the 
decision is specifically referenced is important, because of 

its bearing on an issue that has (at least until recently) 

continued to vex counsel in the personal injury bar: what 

rate of interest should be applied when the general damage 

award reflects the effect of inflation? 

The Impact of Inflation on the PJI Rate 

1. In 1981 the Supreme Court of Canada agreed that the cap on 

general damages in personal injury awards should be raised 

to reflect the impact of inflation since the original trilogy 

was decided.11 As a result, the cap is now somewhere in the 
range of $260,000. 

1. The same approach has been applied in non-catastrophic 

cases. So, for example, the range for chronic pain cases set 

by the Court of Appeal in 1992 in Smith v. Stuppard (\992) 

'Practice Memorandum No. 7, para.3. 

'Wilson v. K. W. Robb & Associates, supra per 

Hallett, JA at para.44. 

In Hiltz and Sea/none Co. v. Nova Scotia (AG) 

[1999] NSJ No. 47 (CA) the trial judge had not 

followed Bush v. Air Canada, apparently because 

she thought that neither counsel thought it 

applicable. She was overruled, making clear (it is 

respectfully submitted) that if the facts of the case fit 

those in Bush then its principles must be applied. 

10Practice Memorandum No. 7, para.4. 

"Lindal v. Lindal (1981) 129 DLR (3d) 263 (SCC) 

at 273, 275; and see terNeuzen v. Korn (1995) 127 

DLR (4th) 577 (SCC) at 610-13. 
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1. The question then arises whether the pegging of such an 

award in the "new" range rather than the old range should 

have any impact on the PJI rate. There are two answers to 

this question. 

1. The first answer, which found initial favour at the trial level 

in Nova Scotia,13 and which is the law in Ontario, is "no." 
The argument is by taking inflation into account one does 

no more than convert "old" amounts into "new" dollars. So, 

for example, $170,000 in 1999 dollars is the same as 

$100,000 in 1985 dollars. That being the case, the plaintiff 

ought to be entitled to PJI at the normal rate for the entire 

period, notwithstanding that the amount upon which the PJI 

is calculated is greater in 1999 than it would have been had 

it been paid in 1985.14 

1. The second answer is "yes." The argument is that 

commercial rates of interest comprise two interest 

components: 

a. One to preserve the "real" value of money invested 

by negating or balancing the rate of inflation; and 

a. One to provide a return for the use of that money. 

"See Terry v. Lombardo (1998) 167 NSR (2d) 365 

(TD; Hood, J) at 371. 

13In Gaudet v. Gaudet (1991) 101 NSR (2d) 309 

(TD). 

"In Ontario this line of reasoning was accepted in 

Borland v. Muttersbach (1985) 23 DLR (4A) 664 
(Ont CA) by a five-member panel of the Ontario 

Court of Appeal. This approach was subsequently 

approved (at least for Ontario) by the Supreme 

Court of Canada in Botiuk v. Toronto Free Press 

(1995) 126 DLR (4th) 609 at pp.634-635 by Cory, J 
(who, it might be noted, was a member of the 

Ontario Court of Appeal in 1985, though not of the 

panel that decided Borland). 
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into account the plaintiff would be doubly compensated, 

receiving interest on an amount that had already been 

increased by a rate designed to negative the effect of 

inflation. 

1. This second approach has found favour in such jurisdictions 

as British Columbia, and is the approach adopted by the 

Nova Scotia Court of Appeal in Bush v. Air Canada. 

1. As a result, courts in Nova Scotia were required to adopt the 

following approach: 

a. If the quantum took inflation into account (in the 

manner discussed above), then the "normal" 

commercial rate of interest should not be used; 

rather, the interest rate should be discounted to 

remove the effect of inflation (and in most cases the 

rate to be used was taken to be 2.5%);15 however, 

a. If the quantum did not take inflation into account, 

then the normal commercial rate could be applied for 

the entire period. 

1. The same approach applies to jury awards, at least where 

"common sense" suggests that the jury used current rather 

than past dollars in arriving at an award.16 

1. It is often difficult to determine whether a particular award 

reflects the effect of inflation, and so warrants a commercial 

or a discounted PJI rate. As a matter of practice, some have 

simply adopted 2.5% as the "accepted" PJI rate in all 

personal injury cases. While there is nothing wrong with 

that approach as a rule of thumb, it is not mandated by the 

decision in Bush v. Air Canada. What is mandated is an 

1$Bush v. Air Canada, supra; see also, for example, 

Bezamon v. Boutilier (1994) 131 NSR (2d) 386 

(TD; MacAdam, J) at 391; and Tliomas-Canning v. 

Juteau (1993) 122 NSR (2d) 23 (TD; Goodfellow, 

J); and see Hiltz andSeamone Co. v. NS (AG), 

supra, at paras. 181-82, 223-24. 

uHines v. Englund (1993) 124 NSR (2d) 156 (TD; 

Stewart, J) at 160. 
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2.5% is the proper rate. If, on the other hand, the quantum 

has not been inflated, then the normal commercial rate 

should apply. 

Bush v. Air Canada Re-Visited 

1. The Ontario Court of Appeal's decision in Borland v. 

Muttersbach" (which adopted the first approach noted 
above at para.) was subsequently approved (at least for 

Ontario) by the Supreme Court of Canada \nBotiuk v. 

Toronto Free Press}* 

1. This has led some counsel to believe that Bush v. Air 

Canada (or at least its approach to the issue) had been 

impliedly overruled by the Supreme Court of Canada. 

However, this belief has been dashed by the recent decision 

of the Court of Appeal in Hiltz andSeamone Co. v. Nova 

Scotia (AG)}9 

1. In an extensively reasoned judgment Pugsley, JA for the 

Court rejected the argument that the decision in Botiuk had 

overruled Bush v. Air Canada. His Lordship noted that the 

prejudgment interest provisions in Ontario were materially 

different from those in Nova Scotia. In particular, while 

Ontario's statute provided aprima facie right to a PJI rate at 

prime, s.41(k) of the Judicature Act did not. He also noted 

that other jurisdictions had tended to view PJI as a means of 

influencing the conduct of litigation; or of encouraging 

settlement; or for reasons of social policy. However, such 

arguments had not found favour in Nova Scotia (or, for that 

matter, in a number of other jurisdictions). Hence the 

approach in Bush v. Air Canada was to be reaffirmed.20 

17 (1985) 23 DLR (4th) 664. 

"(1995) 126 DLR (4th) 609 at pp.634-635 by Cory, J 
(who, it might be noted, was a member of the 

Ontario Court of Appeal in 1985, though not of the 

panel that decided Borland). 

19[1999]NSJNo.47(CA). 

*>Ibid., at paras.217-22. 



Where tiie Past Loss Occurs Over Time 

1. A claim on an outstanding account, or for general damages, 

represents a claim for an amount "owing" as of the date the 

cause of action accrues. In such a case it is easy to calculate 

PJI between the date of the cause of action arises and the 

date of judgment. But what is one to do when the claim 

accrues over time, as in, for example, a claim for lost past 

wages up to the date of trial? 

1. Strictly speaking a court could take each amount, as it 

accrues, and calculate the PJI owing to the date of trial. In 

practice such an approach would be too cumbersome and 

complicated. As a result the usual compromise is to 

calculate the total amount of the past loss owing, and then 

calculate PJI at one-halt"the normal PJI rate that would 

otherwise be awarded. 

Compound vs Simple Interest 

1. Another issue that sometimes arises is whether PJI should 

be simple or compound: should there be, in other words, 

interest on interest? 

1. It is respectfully submitted that the better view is that 

compound interest is rarely, if ever, to be granted; and that 

in ordinary course it ought only to be awarded (if at all) in 

cases where the plaintiff was deprived of the use of an 

actual sum of money. In other words, it ought not to be 

granted on claims for general damages. 

1. It is certainly clear that Nova Scotian courts "have not 

normally ordered compound interest, and simple interest is 

usually awarded."22 Some have doubted the existence of a 
jurisdiction to award compound interest (absent some 

"A Primer on PJI" 
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21Sweet (George C.) Agnew Ltd v. Sklar-Peppler 

Furniture (1995) 140 NSR (2d) 69 (CA) at p.73. 

"Moore v. Prudential Insurance Co (1993) 123 NSR 

(2d) 264 (TD; Kelly, J) at p.267. 
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1. There are a few older cases in which compound interest has 

been awarded. In Clarke v. Mil/ord24 the plaintiff sued his 
lawyer after purchasing land for which he subsequently . 

learned (because of the lawyer's breach of retainer) he 

lacked title. The court awarded him the money he had 

thrown away on the purchase, and the taxes he had paid 

before learning of his lack of title; and granted compound 

interest "since the appellant had been deprived of the 

advances and the interest to be earned thereon as a result of 

the negligence of... [his lawyer]."25 

1. In Hatmah v. Canadian General Insurance Co76 the court, 
following Clarke, awarded compound interest in respect of 

an insured's claim for the cost of house repairs that were 

found to be covered under the defendant's policy of 

insurance. And finally, in Mathers v. Mathers27 the court 
awarded compound interest against a defendant who had 

cashed a bonus cheque to which he was not entitled, 

resulting in his company having to pay interest on the 

resulting overdraft which it had been forced to cover. 

1. It is noted that in all these cases the claimant had been put 

out of pocket of an ascertainable amount of money. His or 

her claim was in essence a claim for an amount certain of 

money which had been wrongfully denied to him or her by 

the defendant. In each case it could be said that the plaintiff 

e, for example, Tfiomas-Canning, supra, per 

Goodfellow, J at pp.38-39. In Parnell v. Singer 

(1992) 111 NSR (2d) 127 (TO; Gruchy, J) it was 

suggested that in personal injury cases (as opposed 

to commercial cases involving sums of money) only 

simple interest ought to be awarded: see p. 145; see 

also Cashen v. Donovan [1999] NSJ No. 54 (TD; 

Goodfellow, J) at paras. 167-69 to the same effect. 

24(1987) 78 NSR (2d) 337 (CA). 

"Ibid, at p.342. 

M(1989) 92 NSR (2d) 271 (TD). 

"(1992) 113 NSR (2d) 284 (TD; Glube, CJSC). 
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consequence, could have earned interest on interest.28 It is 
submitted that in such cases it was not unreasonable for the 

court to conclude that a case had been made out for an 

award of compound, as opposed to simple, interest. 

1. Having said that, it must also be said that the courts (and in 

particular the Court of Appeal) have shown a general 

reluctance to award compound interest in any kind of case 

(commercial or personal injury), at least in the absence of 

strong evidence supporting a conclusion that compound 

interest should be paid. Little guidance has been provided as 

to what kind of evidence is necessary. And on the caselaw it 

appears that the mere fact that a plaintiff has been actually 

denied the use of a certain sum of money is not sufficient 

evidence. 

1. For example, in ACA Co-Operative Freezers Ltd v. 

Associated Freezers (No. 3)29 the Court of Appeal 
overturned the trial judge's grant of compound interest to a 

plaintiff insurer in a subrogated claim on the grounds that 

"no evidentiary basis justifying more than simple interest" 

had been adduced at trial. In Guardian Insurance Co. v. 

Hartford Insurance Co,31 which involved a claim by one 
insurer for contribution towards a fire loss from another, the 

Court of Appeal again rejected a claim for compound 

interest "as there was no evidence to support a finding that 

compound interest should be paid."32 

^So, for example, Gruchy, J distinguished personal 

injury cases (where His Lordship thought interest 

should be simple) from "commercial cases such as 

where there has been a deprivation of commercial 

use of funds" (where there might be a claim for 

compound interest): Parnell v. Singer, supra. 

29(1992) 113 NSR (2d) 1 (CA). 

30/W</.,atp.l26. 

31(1992 117 NSR (2d) 382 (CA). 

"Ibid, p.384. 
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noted in paragraph above.33 Indeed, there are only two 
cases of which I am aware involving personal injury cases 

in which compound interest has been awarded: Armstrong v. 

Baker34 and Lawrence v. Bateman?* In the former Mr 
Justice Saunders accepted the plaintiffs argument that there 

was no reason to distinguish between a claim for solicitor's 

negligence (as in Clarke) or under a fire loss (as in 

Hannah), on the one hand, and a claim for personal injury; 

and on that basis His Lordship awarded compound interest. 

1. It is respectfully submitted, however, that such reasoning is 

not persuasive. There is, in fact, a significant difference 

between the claims in Clarke and Hannah and a claim for 

general damages in a personal injury case. In the former 

what is at stake is a fixed sum of money as of a certain date. 

In the latter, the award of general damages is intended to 

compensate the plaintiff for an ongoing (and ever 

increasing) loss. That is to say, general damages compensate 

a plaintiff for his or her pain and suffering over time. In 

other words, some part of the damage for which the award is 

made has not yet been experienced by the plaintiff as of the 

date of trial. In such a case it cannot really be said that the 

plaintiff has been deprived of the entire amount of the 

award as of the date the cause of action arose (unlike the 

commercial cases). And because it cannot be said, it is 

submitted that it is not appropriate to make an award of 

compound interest. 

1. In the end perhaps the best that can be said is that there is 

some authority for the proposition that compound interest 

should be awarded for personal injury claims; but that the 

"For a recent restatement of this reluctance, see 

Cashen v. Donovan [1999] NSJ No. 54 (TD; 

Goodfellow, J) at paras. 167-69. 

"(1992) 113 NSR (2d) 420 (TD; Saunders, J). 

35(1996) 162 NSR (2d) 256 (TD; MacAdam, J). This 

case does not provide much guidance since it simply 

followed the earlier decision in Baker v. Armstrong, 

as well as those in Clarke and Hannah, no detailed 

reasons (or evidence) were provided to justify the 

departure from what appears to be the general rule. 
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exceptional cases where there is clear evidence justifying an 
award of compound interest. 

Specified Discretionary Departures from Tiie rule 

1. As has been noted, the court's discretion to award PJI is a 

broad one. And in particular, the court may under certain 
circumstances: 

a. Decline to award any PJI; or 

a. May reduce the rate of interest; or 

a. May reduce the period for which it is calculated: 

s.41 (k), Judicature Act. 

1. The circumstances under which a court may depart from the 

prima facie entitlement are set out under s.41(k), as follows: 

i. "Interest is payable as of right by virtue of an 

agreement or otherwise by law;" 

i. "The claimant has not during the whole of 

the pre-judgment period been deprived of the 

use of the money now being awarded;" or 

i. "The claimant has been responsible for 

undue delay in the litigation:" s.41(k), 

Judicature Act. 

1. I will deal with this individual provisions below. 

Where Interest is Already Payable: s.41(k)(i) 

1. In commercial cases the parties have often agreed - or 

attempted to stipulate - a rate of interest to be paid in the 

event of a default in payment. As a rule, where there is an 

actual and express agreement the court will not generally 

depart from the agreed-upon rate.36 Of course, if the agreed-

*Wttson v. Robb, supra, per Hallett, JA at p.21. 
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1. Often, however, the "agreement" is more a form of 

stipulation that one party (usually the one issuing an 

invoice) attempts to impose on the other party. In these 

cases care should be exercised to determine whether or not 

there was in/act an "agreement" to pay the stipulated 

interest rate. This is not always easy. 

1. The fact, for example, that an invoice bears that statement 

that the account "bears interest atx% per year" does not 

establish that there was an agreement beforehand that such 

a rate would apply to outstanding debts.38 (This is important 
because it is often the case that the interest rate on 

outstanding debts is not always discussed at the time an 

agreement is entered into.) Such statements may, however, 

provide evidence of an implied agreement to pay such 

interest, where, for example, the defendant has paid such 

amounts on such invoices in the past. 

1. Of course, whether or not the court will imply an agreement 

to pay the stipulated interest rate will depend on a number 

of factors, including the sophistication of the parties; 

whether some invoiced amounts which included interest 

were paid without complaint; whether there were a series of 

invoices with the stipulation or only one; and so on.39 In the 
end it will be a matter of fact depending on all the evidence 

before the court. 

"Wilson v. Robb, p.\9. 

^Wilson v. Robb, stipra, p.24. Mr Justice Hallett 

there approved the following statement of 

Goodfellow, J in Tannous v. Halifax (City) (1995), 

45 NSR (2d) 13 at 32: "[H]owever, modern practice 

is for almost all commercial accounts to have some 

reference to interest on overdue balances stated on 

invoices. Ttie mere statement of ait interest term on 

an invoice by itself raise no legal obligation for 

payment of such interest, and the Taxing Master was 

correct in declining any award of invoice interest." 

(Emphasis added). 

39Strait Engineering v. MacLaine 's Backhoe (1996) 

155 NSR (2d) 158 (TD; Scanlon, J); and see the 

discussion in Wilson v. Robb, stipra at paras.72-76. 



"Has Not Been DEPRivED:"s.41(k)(ii) 

1. This power is, as was remarked recently by Hallett, JA, "is 

self-explanatory and this issue would turn on the evidence 
in any particular case."40 

"Undue Delay:": s.41(k)(iii) 

1. As already noted, the court may reduce the rate or the period 

of the award where "the claimant has been responsible for 

undue delay in the litigation:" s.41(k)(iii), Judicature Act. 

And it would appear that, as a general rule, a plaintiff 

seeking to justify a claim for any period longer than four 

years will have to present "satisfactory" reasons for why it 

took that much longer to get to trial.41 

1. What constitutes "undue delay" on the part of the plaintiff 

will depend on the nature of the claim. In "simple" personal 

injury cases the plaintiff will usually be found to be entitled 

to something in the range of four years PJI.42 The fact that 
the plaintiff is young; and that medical reports became more 

pessimistic as time went on; are not in themselves ground 

justifying a lack of effort on the part of the plaintiff to get 

the matter to trial.43 

"A Primer on PJI" 
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^Wilson v. Robb, supra, at p.21. 

"Campbell Comeau Engineering Ltd v. Alia Surety 

Co (1996) 155 NSR (2d) 173 (TD; Goodfellow, J) at 

p. 186. 

"Hylandv. Hennebury (1994) 132 NSR (2d) 17 

(TD; Goodfellow, J); Lawrence v. Bateman (1996) 

162 NSR (2d) 256 (TD; MacAdam, J); Thomas-

Canning v. Juteau (1993) 122 NSR (2d) 23 (TD; 

Goodfellow, J). In Bezanson v. Boutillier (1994) 131 

NSR (2d) 386 (TD; MacAdam, J) the Court awarded 

interest for only 3 Vi years. 

4iBezanson v. Boutilier, ibid. In Gaum v. Wolfe 

(1998) 171 NSR (2d) 76 (TD; MacLellan, J) the 

court awarded only four years in respect of a slip and 

fall accident that took 12 years to get to trial. In 

Terry v. Lombardo, stipra, the court awarded four 
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complicated; and the court is satisfied with the reason that it 

has taken longer than four years to get to trial, longer 

periods of PJI will be permitted.44 

1. In commercial cases, at least where the issues are relatively 

simple, the plaintiff may be held to stricter standards. In 

Canada Trustco Mortgage Co v. Hyundai Auto (1995) 142 

NSR (2d) 166 (TD), involving a dispute over a financing 

agreement, Glube, CJSC (as she then was) awarded only 

two years of PJI, even though the case had only taken three 

years to get to trial. 

The Interface Between PJI and Post Judgment 

Interest 

1. When does PJI stop and post-judgment interest start? There 

are no cases directly on point. It is submitted, however, that 

the PJI is payable up to the date a jury renders its verdict (or 

a judge delivers his or her reasons for judgment); and that 

post judgment interest then starts, even though the formal 

order itself is not taken out until some time after the verdict 

or decision. 

1. First, it is the most administratively convenient approach. It 

is easy to calculate PJI to the date of verdict or decision, 

since the period is fixed and defined. If, on the other hand, 

PJI were calculated to the date the order was taken out then 

plaintiffs will require the calculation of pre-judgment interest 

up to the date of entry (in order to avoid a gap in interest). 

However, the date a judgment is entered is uncertain; hence it 

would be difficult to calculate pre-judgment interest before 

hand (in order to enter it in the formal judgment) because one 

would not know exactly when the order is taken out. Hence 

there arises the risk of uncertainty as to the amount payable; 

years in respect of a personal injury claim that took 

seven years to get to trial. 

"Seven years was awarded in a medical malpractice 

jury case: Hines v. EnglandXI993) 124 NSR (2d) 

156 (TD; Stewart, J). Nine years PJI was permitted 

under "exceptional circumstances" vxHylandv. 

Hennebury, supra. 
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the payment of interest). 

1. Second, there is an argument that a careful reading of the cases 

that do touch on the point (which reading will not be presented 

here) support this conclusion.45 

Conclusion 

1. The following points are offered as a quick summary of the 

law respecting PJI for most cases: 

a. A plaintiff is prima facie entitled to PJI at such rate 

as the trial judge thinks "fit;" 

a. As a rule, plaintiffs may expect to obtain PJI at the 

average commercial rate for a period of 

approximately four years; simple commercial cases 

will get even fewer years; 

a. A plaintiff seeking more than four years interest will 

have to demonstrate on good evidence why it took 

him or her longer than that to get to trial; 

a. Where the quantum of the award incorporates the 

effect of inflation, then the rate of interest will most 

likely be the discount rate of 2.5%, rather than the 

normal commercial rate; 

a. Simple rather than compound interest will in most 

cases be the norm; and 

a. Where the parties have a prior agreement (either 

express or implied) stipulating a particular rate of 

interest then the court will generally enforcement the 

45I can supply a brief outlining the cases and 

argument that supports this conclusion; it is a little 

too complicated (esoteric?) to warrant making here. 
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Topics 

I Foundation & Purpose 

I The Rate & Period 

I Effect of Inflation 

I Bush v. Air Canada 

I Loss Accruing Over Time 

I Compound vs. Simple 

I Departures from Rule 

I Agreements 

I Delays 
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Statutory Authority 

I Sections 41(i)-(k), Judicature Act 

I "In any proceeding for the recovery of 

any debt or damages, the Court shall 

include in the sum for which judgment is 

to be given interest thereon at such rate 

as it thinks fit fox the period between the 

date when the cause of action arose and 

the date of judgment after trial or 

appeal:" s.41(i). 



Elements of PJI Claim 

I Wide Discretion in Court to Set PJI Rate to 

be Used 

I Unlike Other Jurisdictions like Ontario Where 

Claimant May Have a Prima Facie Right to a 

Certain Rate 

I Must be a Debt or Damages 

I Basic Entitlement is to Period Between 

Cause and Judgment After Trial 



The Purpose of PJI 

I "To compensate the plaintiff for being 

without the money represented by the 

award of damages ... not... to penalize 

the Defendant/' Bush v. Air Canada per 

Chipman, JA at 104. 



The Rate & Period 

I Practice Memo No. 7 

I Agreement of Counsel 

I Average Interest Rates for Term Deposits or 

Treasury Bills 

I Court Will Determine if No Agreement or No 

Evidence 

I Rate on Investments, Not Loans 

I From Accural of Cause to Judgment 



The Effect of Inflation 

I Inflation May be Taken Into Account in 

Setting Quantum 

I Uncial v. Linda/(SCC 1981) 

I Issue: Affect on PJI Rate? 

I No Effect? or 

I Discount Rate? 



First Approach 

I The "Ontario" Approach 

I Borland v. Muttersbach (Ont CA 1985) 

I No Effect 

I Award Represents 1980 Quantum in 1999 

Dollars 

I Normal PJI Rate on the Award 



Second Approach 

I The "Nova Scotia" Approach 

I Bush v. Air Canada (NSCA 1992) 

I Commercial Rates Have Two Components 

I Portion to counteract inflation 

I Portion to provide return on investment 

I Awarding Full Rate on Inflated Judgment 

is Double Recovery 

I Use Discounted Rate Instead 

I 2.5% 



Bush Re-Visited 

I Botiuk v. Toronto Free Press (SCC 1995) 

I Approved the Borlandapproach 

I Impliedly Overruled Bush v. Air Canada? 

I No 

I Hiltz v. NS (AG) (NSCA 1999) 

I Ontario Statute Different 

I Policies Different 

I Bush Still the Law in NS 

J J 



Loss Over Time 

I Past Wage Loss 

I A Rolling, Not a Fixed, Loss 

I Practical Problems with Calculation 

I Calculate PJI at 1/2 Normal Rate 



Compound vs Simple 

Interest 

I General Rule is Simple Interest Only 

I Exception: Compound Where Plaintiff is 

Deprived of Commercial Use of Money 

I Payments in Reliance on Negligent Advice: 

Clarke 

I Repairs Claimed Under Insurance: Hannah 

I Must be Strong Evidence 

I General Reluctance in All Types of Cases 

J 



Departures from Standard 

PJI 

I Where There is an Agreement 

I Where There is Delay 



Agreement 

I Prior Agreement Will Be Enforced 

I May be Express or Implied 

I Must Not be Unconscionable 

I Must be Evidence 

I Stipulated Rates 

I Invoice statement not enough 

I May be Evidence of Implied Agreement 



Delay 

I Period of PJI May be Reduced for Delay 

I Personal Injury Generally 4 Years 

I Simple Commercial May Be Less 

I Complicated Cases May be More 

I Onus on Plaintiff who Claims More than 4 

years 



Conclusion 

I PJI Within Discretion of Court 

I 4 Years of Commercial Rate the Norm 

I Plaintiff Must Establish Grounds for More 

than 4 Years 

I Where Quantum Reflects Inflation, Use 

Discount (2.5%) Not Commercial Rate 

I Simple Not Compound Interest 

I Prior Agreements on Rates will be 

Enforced (For Normal Periods) 
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The Purpose of PJI 

I xTo compensate the plaintiff for being 

without the money represented by the 

award of damages ... not... to penalize 

the Defendant/' Bush v. Air Canada per 

Chipman, JA at 104. 
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I Average Interest Rates for Term Deposits or 

Treasury Bills 

I Court Will Determine if No Agreement or No 
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I From Accural of Cause to Judgment 



The Effect of Inflation 

I Inflation May be Taken Into Account in 

Setting Quantum 

I Lindalv. Lindal (SCC 1981) 

I Issue: Affect on PJI Rate? 

I No Effect? or 

I Discount Rate? 



First Approach 

1 The "Ontario" Approach 

I Borland v. Muttersbach (Ont CA 1985) 

I No Effect 

I Award Represents 1980 Quantum in 1999 

Dollars 

I Normal PJI Rate on the Award 



Second Approach 

I The "Nova Scotia" Approach 

I Bush v. Air Canada (NSCA 1992) 

I Commercial Rates Have Two Components 

I Portion to counteract inflation 

I Portion to provide return on investment 

I Awarding Full Rate on Inflated Judgment 

is Double Recovery 

I Use Discounted Rate Instead 

I 2.5% 



Bush Re-Visited 

I Botiuk v. Toronto Free Press (SCC 1995) 

I Approved the Borland'approach 

I Impliedly Overruled Bush v. Air Canada? 

I No 

I Hiltz K NS (AG) (NSCA 1999) 

I Ontario Statute Different 

I Policies Different 

I Bush Still the Law in NS 



Loss Over Time 

I Past Wage Loss 

I A Rolling, Not a Fixed, Loss 

I Practical Problems with Calculation 

I Calculate PJI at 1/2 Normal Rate 



Compound vs Simple 

Interest 

I Rule is Simple 

I Exception: Compound Where Plaintiff is 

Deprived of Commercial Use of Money 

I Payments in Reliance on Negligent Advice: 

Clarke 

I Repairs Claimed Under Insurance: Hannah 

I Must be Strong Evidence 

I General Reluctance in All Types of Cases 



Departures from Standard 

PJI 

I Where There is an Agreement 

I Where There is Delay 



Agreement 

I Prior Agreement Will Be Enforced 

I May be Express or Implied 

I Must Not be Unconscionable 

I Must be Evidence 

I Stipulated Rates 

I Invoice statement not enough 

I May be Evidence of Implied Agreement 
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Delay 

I Period of PJI May be Reduced for Delay 

I Personal Injury Generally 4 Years 

I Simple Commercial May Be Less 

I Complicated Cases May be More 

I Onus on Plaintiff who Claims More than 4 

years 



Conclusion 

I PJI Within Discretion of Court 

I 4 Years of Commercial Rate the Norm 

I Plaintiff Must Establish Grounds for More 

than 4 Years 

I Where Quantum Reflects Inflation, Use 

Discount (2.5%) Not Commercial Rate 

I Simple Not Compound Interest 

I Prior Agreements on Rates will be 

Enforced (For Normal Periods) 
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